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Ram's future was born in the past.
Standing in the future, controlled by
forces he was forced to imbibe, can
Ram sustain the past?

This case study was first published in BW, 22 AUGUST 2005

am was shaken. The shock of the morning's
events had the effect of bringing him back to a
certain reality he had once known. All of a sud-
den, the table and the spray of gladioli in the
conference area of his room seemed like an
abrupt assault on his sensibilities. Nothing
bout the last few days had made any sense in

Ram's life. He had been drifting into one nightmare after another,
and now this - an event that occurred yesterday had carried into
today. In doing so, it told its moral late. Very late, in fact.

This is what happened: Enbee India, where Ram was a finance
manager, had released its quarterly results (QR) to the press. The
people who work on this day and night usually heave a sigh of com-
pletion when they hand over the signed and blessed document to
PR - until some kind colleague calls up and says:"Hey, QR looks
good': Then they read it again, but not with the urgency of a person
whose byline is appearing in print for the first time.

So it was with Ram. Except the person who called him was the
MD. Expressing his ire in the dark language of movers and shakers,
the MD said: "How come sales growth appears as 3.28 per cent
when it is 32.8 per cent?" Ram got into the act, traced the error to a
young PR trainee who, in her enthusiasm to get it to the press on

time,
had also

em ailed the re-
sults. Somewhere in

the process, the poor decimal had shifted. The media man at the
other end had, of course, agreed he would wait for the official
signed hard copy, but in his enthusiasm he had printed out the at-
tachment and kicked off the typesetting act. The typesetters, in
their enthusiasm to get mundane stories out of the way, had gone
ahead despite being told to do a final check with the signed docu-
ment. But as far as Ram knew, the buck stopped at PR, and he went
down personally to PR and spoke in a language he never knew he
was capable of. The young trainee was so rattled, she fainted.

Truth was that Iamini, the young trainee, was bright and highly
regarded by everyone in PRoSo sympathies were high. The head of
HR, Swapan Dholakia, had called on Ram first thing this morning.
Swapan, a kind soul, putting an arm around Ram's shoulder, had
said: "Yes,I admit that was not a nice error. But errors do happen.
We need to understand just one thing Ram ...we are all people. We
come here wearing masks, pretending to be other than mere peo-
ple, and like road rollers go about stamping everyone out of their
existence. Hey, organisations are run by simple humans, serious!
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Just go and scratch each strategy, each system, each process and un-
derneath, crouching in its shadow, exhausted and dead, lies a hu-
man. And humans make mistakes. I think the biggest idiocy of our
times is admonishing someone for a mistake. Why do we believe
that scolding and using harsh words will stop all future mistakes?

"And you; you of all people. What has come over you? When I
met you at campus, I had said to myself: 'Now, here is a fine young
chap with the old world decency intact'. What happened?"

Many things had happened in the life of young Ram while he
grappled with his old world decency. Likeall humans that take birth
with a yelp and a spank, while adults stare down at them and count
their fingers, Ram too had taken birth - a simple, happy soul who

with a huge Pepsi bottle for a door handle.
The big world of accomplishments, successes, medals and con-

gratulations slowly began to replace Guntur gossip. Yet,he often sat
back and thought of his life in Guntur. At BITS, his enthusiasm
skyrocketed as he heard lectures on mechanics and whatnot,which
held the secrets of building more powerful grinders and genera-
tors, electricity and water pumps that gushed water at the switch of
a button. It revealed secrets for making more efficient soap ma-
ChineS,~re efficient ball bearings and machines that filled more
bottles r minute. That the world outside did such things on such
a scale a water flowed peacefully through pipes and taps, heated
and coole~ by a mere turn of the tap.:. Guntur had begun to blur.

He lived partly in the US where he was Ryam ar\t partly in India where he was

had come here in search of God-knows-what. But
even that was not so bad. For he had very simple
parents, who in the Telengana tradition, in a little
town called Guntur, put tiny bangles on his
wrists, rings on his fingers and anklets on his
ankles and watched the baby God prance
around. The only tradition that Ram's father
forbade strictly was applying kohl in the
baby's eyes."Never do that!" he had warned.

When he was in school, a small school with-
out the modern day prefixes or suffixes such as
'high', 'elementary', 'private' and 'international',
simply called Andhra Boys' School, he had left his
brightness to his parents to shape. Ramulu, the school
boy, had not known about IIMs and Birla Institute of Technol-
ogy and Sciences (BITS). The highest he had seen of success was
Mr Venkatadri who ran 'Mr. Venkat's Typing Academy'. That there
was life beyond that was unravelled for him by his parents, partic-
ularly his father, who moved the cranks and wheels and studied the
world outside Guntur to mark a place for his Ramulu. His mother
prayed night and day, to strengthen her husband's hands.

And the day young Ramulu left for BITS, the neighbours had
celebrated and blessed him and young mothers pointed him out to
the little boys on their hips and said: "Peddodu ayyi, valla laaga av-
vala" With tears in his eyes, a lump in his throat, Ramulu boarded
the bus to Pilani. Through misty eyes, he said a silent prayer: "I am
lucky by your grace; one day I will bring back lots of money and
build hospitals and schools and whatnot here; I am the son of
Guntur. I will do you proud:'

Ram's school leaving certificate called him Ramulu. Through
school and college the boys called him that, then he went to BITS.
And Ramulu was shortened to Ram. Not that he felt his heritage
was being mauled. Ram was a liberal in many ways, although, deep
down, he was tied to Guntur and his dreams. Nourishing that peri-
odically was his father, who kept him posted about the new shops
on their street, the new headmaster at Andhra Boys' School, the in-
vasion of Punjabi culture into Guntur (more and more girls were
wearing salwar kameez) and the smart new Mr Venkat's Cyber Cafe

Then came exams, presentations, groups, summer
jo~s and the first bottle of beer. In 1998, Ramulu's

f\ther goaded him to sit for the CAT and the SAT
and get into management school, after a local
newspaper wrote a four-column article on Bill
Gates' vision for India. IIM was easy sailing for
Ramulu, who had a tremendous work ethic.
Through all this, he did go home once a year.
And the 'quietness' of the town was deafening.

Ram had begun to see how completely different
it was from the world he now lived in. Reflecting,

he admitted that despite his own dual degrees, his
. father was smarter, more intelligent and wiser. For

this railway officer had plotted viable dreams for his son.
Ram was now determined, Guntur must develop.
Ram joined Enbee India and raked in the much dreamt-of'six-

digit salary'. An all American company, Enbee's corporate credo
was success, growth and making dreams come true. Naturally, it
also fostered dreams. Fiveyears into a careered life, at the age of29,
Ram looked at the fittings around him.

He lived partly in the US where they called him Ryam and partly
in India where he was Ram. Both identities elevated him from the
old Ramulu who wore unbranded terrycot shirts and Hero slip-
pers. Today, his shirts hung well on his better fed frame - a func-
tion of time and processed cheese diets, which was all his vegetar-
ian habits allowed on foreign trips - and which he adhered to as
the last link to his past. In small moments of honesty, he admitted
shyly that being vegetarian was fashionable and admired by his
American colleagues. Some of the respect he got from them was
owing to his eating habits.

But Ram felt very edgy and out of his element periodically. He
had friends, some like him from small beginnings in other towns of
India, but those from the north came with a pathological confi-
dence and covered their origins in smart clothes and smarter cars.
Most friends were from BITS or IIM, the only social environment
Ramulu had known. But all of them seemed to be suffering a cer-
tain sense of disconnect. Like Dhruv Pant said: "I feel ridiculous
calling my CEO by his first name, David. He is even older than my
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dad! But I can't deny, it leavesa nice aftertaste. Like,'Hey David', and When he was 24, his father had tried to complete his son's man-
he says,'Hey Droov', and I feel like one of them. Yaar,have to admit, agement process by sending Ramulu some photographs of good
there is something to that feeling. Yet, this sense of 'belonging' girls from the community. At 24, Ram was in the thick of his IIM
makes me feel like a traitor. I mean, am I supposed to belong to exams and for the first time, he had sternly forbidden his father. In
'them'? Or to 'us' Indian fellows? How did going to a business the face of the big exams, everything else had paled. With campus
school change me? I mean, am I now going to call my mother, interviews already having pinned a price tag on him, Ram had not
'mom'? She will kill me, she is amma. So if I had to introduce my wanted distraction. Least of all marriage. Bythe time he joined En-
mother to David, will I say,'Hey David, meet my mom' and then bee and went on his first orientation to the US, Ram had developed
die, or 'Hey David, meet my amma', and also die?" a clearer world view of life.And one ct those views was Ragini.

They laughed till tears ran down their cheeks. After-office beers Ragini was his junior at IIM. She w\1t back to Delhi after gradu-
allowed happy visitations into a world left behind; they allowed ation. They wrote each other emails -- he, about his dreams and
them to take off their masks and disguises, hang them on a peg and plans for Guntur; she, about her ambitign and job with a top notch
then make fun of it, taking great relish in revelling on their real ori- consulting firm. Then, she left the consulting firm to join an MNC,
gins: "In Kapole Nivas where I lived'; "in Pritam Nagar': "in Gun- which transferred her to Mumbai. Th was when the acquain-
tur" Or they would say: "My parents never took no for an answer; tanceship turned into romance.
whether I liked it or not, Sunday was church day, you wore your And one day Ram decided he would propose to her. They were
best suit and attended mass. If your jaw hung to the floor, you came dining at China Garden, when his phone beeped an incoming mes-
home and got a royal pasting!" "Wear a spaghetti strap top in front sage. It was his father! "What!" he exclaimed. "Where did nana get a
of my dad? Youmad? He would skin me alive and put my skin out mobile phone from!" He read the message: "Surprise! Mr Venkat
to dry!" The ghetto life stamped them with a sense of sacred truth- sold his old Reliance phone to me for Rs 700. Now we can SMS!"
fulness and authenticity. It made them real guys and gals;it showed Ram replied: "Good, will call you later, busy now." After some
they had real class,real assets, real upbringing. Real homes. preparatory noises, Ram proposed to Ragini. She neither accepted

And in these memories -- events which they had once protested, nor declined. She said: "I am being offered a \ransfer to the UK.
fough t, rebelled and denied -- they sought comfort. A ~:::::::===~~This is a very big thing for me, more saVor my family who
comfort that their MBA pedigree and Friday dressing need this boost to their image." Ram's script had pro-
did not proffer. The shift from anonymity and ordi- vided for a 'yes' and a 'no', but not a turn like this.
nariness to the fast track where their designations Numerous bubbles burstin his mind. The bill ar-
and club class boarding passes underscored rived. It was worth two used Reliance phones
their new images had been gradual, no doubt. from Mr Venkat.
But it had nevertheless scraped off the warm Ram, having known Ragini for four years,
cocoon of roots, of another identity from their also knew how much she took it upon herself
lives -- the warmth of a predictable safety. to restore her family's lost grace after some
Why they sought it, they could not tell. That debacle she hinted at. "It's her Guntur dream';
they sought it, they did not know. All that man- he wrote in his diary that night. But the matter
ifested was restlessness, a discomfort that one ate into his waking hours mercilessly.He was 28,
feels wearing a sweater in warm weather. Yet,the Ragini 27. If her posting was for three years, it
irony was, they all had slaved and slogged and plot-meant marriage at 31, first baby at 32. Ramulu felt

depressed. For four years, nobody would call him daddy.
He realised with a start that he liked being a daddy. But these

things were not mentioned. Many colleagues had married and
were already diapering babies and buying groceries on their way
back from work. Some made calls in his presence to make baby talk
with their babblers. Some called UTI and placed large sums of
money in tricky financial plans that would quietly fatten on the ini-
tial deposit and burst forth into a life saver when the baby turned
20. But equally, there were some like him, courting girls with a mis-
sion, dodging parents with another mission. It was a tough life.

Ram returned to his spreadsheets and sought comfort in their
predictable ways. Later that night when he calied his father, nana
said: "When will you marry? Somu, Raghu, Krishna are already fa-

I feel ridiculous calling my CEO by his first name, David.
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----------~---------------
But I really can't deny that it leaves a nice aftertaste

ted to get into B-schools, MNCs and high salary brackets, into city
life, into Honda Citys ... they all wore smart business shirts and
spoke into hands-free phones, looking ridiculous, yet successful.

This was the composition of Ram's mind. Somewhere in the
midst of these new 'accessories',he felt the bridge to Guntur weak-
ening. It bothered him. Then he would shift modes and think of
days to come when a swank Guntur would stand up and applaud
him. It already did, but the cadence of the applause grew more and
more distant, and Ram found himself straining to keep a hold. The
enormity of his job, its demands and incessant travel was one part.
He did not allude his reluctance or inability to keep Guntur alive to
these speed breakers. But there had been another huge conflict tak-
ing shape in the life of Ram, a.k.a. Ramulu.
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thers of bonny boys. You have a wonderful job, a house, a car, you
travel so much. Don't you need someone to take care of all that?
Your mother is worried!"

Ram did not know what to say.He wrote that night: "IfI had not
left Guntur, ifI had not gone to BITS and IIM, ifI did not have a job
that enslaved me, my life would have been like Somu and others. I
belong to a world which expects me to adapt, change, reiterate and
mould myself into a shape it proffers. Didn't professor Vyas call us
'change victims'? Having bought into this world, can I complain?"

Ragini, for her part, tried managing her conflicts. So for the next
few weeks, the issue shuttled from her outbox to his inbox. Sadly,

but he was ~clear of what.
He said so to Pritish Ghose, his roommate from IIM, now with

Maruti. Thumping him on the back, Pritish said: "We all like being
known as middle-class during a job interview, but not while dating
a girl. We are sad people." They wanted to rake in big money. Wasn't
that why they all studied for an MBA? That was Pritish's question.

Ram smiled and said: "Let me put it thus: I want more money
but I don't want to be rich." And it was so, if one watched Ramulu
when he visited home once in two years. He didn't want to be
known a rich, lest it drive his townsfolk away from him. He, there-
fore, dre ed simply, travelled by local transport and never wore

Maybe you would like me to accord m therhood riorityand

It's not my fault that the MBA took two years

both were victims of the new age, victims of transi-
tion, victims of evolution, victims of families
which lived in their own unique time bubble.
But both felt the urgent need to clarify,dig, un-
ravel, examine and fall back stunned. So
Ragini wrote: "Maybe you would like me to
accord motherhood priority. Treat it reveren-
tially. I'd like to if I had the time. It's not my
fault that the MBA took two years. I had
waited for this day ever since I was 16 and the
courts took my dad away. Yes,truth is, my dad
was a lowly officer in a bank and he got caught un-
wittingly in the mess unleashed by the Harshad
Mehta scam. The infamy has been hard on my mother
and brothers. I don't care about infamy; I care about failure. Nat-
ural progression from MBA to marriage is OK, but motherhood? I
have no answer. I first need to discover that failure is not genetic:'

Victims of their particular times. While Ram fullyempathised
with these mini Durgas, he dared not let his father know; nana was
prone to call this weakness. If Ramulu was caught between the
drifting plates of 'woman the mother' and 'woman the profes-
sional', then, so was Ragini, he reasoned. For another mail fluttered
into his inbox: "You men only need to get that MBA and worry
about how weighty a designation you can wrangle. It's all part of
the natural order of things in your life.Us women go get that MBA,
then we stand on the fork in the road and flagellate ourselves with
self doubts. Did this company hire me because I am single? What
happens if I get transferred? Will I have to choose between spouse
and career? Can I freeze my ovaries?"

Ramulu's 'engagement' came unstuck a little everyday, even as he
tried to glue it back with his rationalisations and justifications.
Ragini was clear she was in it to make big money. As for Ramulu, he
often didn't know what to do with the money he earned. His needs
were barely anything. Once he had wanted a lot of money for his
Guntur dreams; somewhere in his heart, he wanted to be known as
a rich man. It sounded so promising! No, Ramulu was not from a
poor family; he was from a family that enjoyed its defined exis-
tence. He did want to rise above the ordinary and pathetic existence
he had led. He knew more money was a measure of something else,

sunglasses - the one accessory his townsfolk associ-
ated with high living. Back when he was studying
t; IIM, they all knew they were being groomedvor big times and big wealth. For most, the ad-

vent of affluence stirred guilt, and they made
amends through hasty promises over pepper-
oni pizzas to donate and build and contribute.

So had Ram. It is such a Ram, a.k.a. Ramulu
that we met at the start. Ramulu straddling two

worlds, a world according to his gentle, Guntur
origins and a world he had been force fitted into,

post MBA - a world that exacted performance, a
world that could not forgive, a world that sought to

make him perfect. Not that he disliked it. He was even
comfortable in it in many ways. Like Ragini. Comfortable with the
new values, the new demands, the new ways... uncomfortable only
when life flash-backed and old promises, old relationships, old val-
ues, old paces and old vehicles that covered old distances beckoned.
Both could not deny the past; neither could they deny the present.
But in the process they denied each other as if the meeting of simi-
larities would completely obliterate their respective orbits.

Ram said to Pritish: "I have not forgotten Guntur, but that dream
comes with the past attached - a past that got left far behind. I find
myself unable to move ahead. Have you felt this too? The new
world, the new pace, its demands on my time and emotions, its ex-
pectations from me in terms of sophistication and finesse, its
tantrums over my lack of respect for modernity, its disdain over my
extreme sense of respect for small beginnings ... all these are chain-
ing me to the 'now'. And often times it seems that some bridges
cannot be built, some bridges simply won't hold up. And even this,
Pritish, is MBA intellectualism! But I am trying ...."

It was in such a state of mind that Ram blasted young Iamini for
what she called a human error. "Please understand one thing," he
had told her severely, "you are not being paid to be human. You
have to be superhuman, and if you cannot do it, then pack up!"
This was the same Ram who,ll years ago, had kissed the dust at the
Guntur bus station and, weeping for his town, had said: "Endaro
Mahanubhavalu, andariki na Vandanaalu (So many great people,
my greetings to them all):' •
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Not A Victim
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The author is director, ChangeWorks, a division of Sedna Consulting Services. He is a psychologist and a
member of the Indian Psychoanalytical Society.

R
AMULU... Ram ... Ryam. This
transition appears to embody
three separate lives in a single
existence. The millions of're-
births', or lifetimes we are sup-

posed to have seem to be getting crunched
into far less time! The story of Ramulu is, at
first reading, a poignant symbol of how so
many of us live parallel lives that have min-
imal meeting points. Yet, on looking
deeper, one finds that there are other, less
evident, issues at work. What are the inter-
locking themes of identity, aspiration and
home? Is a resolution of all these possible?

There is a certain similarity between Ra-
mulu's father and his MD in terms of the
way they galvanise him into action. The
former influenced his career choice and the
latter drives him to confront poor Iamini,
No one else has quite the same power over
him. Father and Boss are held above all.

One of the main drivers of our protago-
nist's life is authority. He is essentially very
conventional and does what the perceived
authority wants him to do. Having done
what is expected of him by his father, 'suc-
cess' does happen, yet, there are some unin-
tended consequences as well- his life ap-
pears to take him far from his roots.

There is a clear underlying feeling that
seems to say: 'I wish I could go home to
where I really belong.' Interestingly, it is as if
a choice has not been made, a~if he has
been forcibly dispossessed. The reality is
that Ramulu, though he has been influ-
enced, has done it, and his choice is based
on what he perceives his 'master' to want.

The implication is that he is enslaved.
Being so, he has limited choices. In spite
of the trappings of power and an educa-
tional pedigree, we really have quite a
powerless person, passively accepting his
fate. At the end of the narrative, he sees
himself as 'chained', unable to act according
to his own volition. His father or boss has
not given him the instructions to get out
of this one.

Given his lack of freedom, what does it

do to his identity? He has to live the life that
has been gtven to him whether it is Ramulu,
Ram or Ryam. In fact, he has to be almost
apologetic about being vegetarian because
he is at the mercy of how he is seen by the
Americans he has to interact with. His
powerlessness evokes both pity on the one
hand and irritation, on the other. Sympathy
is given to people who are helpless. But he
has put himself in this position, and that is
why one gets irritated. He needs to own up
to his choices.

Unfortunately, prior to making his
choice, his aspirations were, in reality, the
aspirations of others. He is merely the con-
duit who is carrying forward what certain
others want him to do.

The one aspiration he has of his own is

seems to be wallowing in unreal self pity;
having divested 1\imself of choices, or more
accurately, not o~.ning up to the choices he
made at a very yo ng age. This type of nos-
talgia is different om that which comes
from forcible dispossession.

He is, perhaps, at a point somewhere be-
tween having passively acquiesced to his fa-
ther and making an active choice to be
powerless. He is on the horns of a dilemma:
if he strikes his own path, independent of
his 'well meaning fath~r', he stands to an-
tagonise his parents. If.l\.echooses to make
his father happy, he lives in the internal
agony of powerlessness. The way out is not
to simply be an extension of authority, but
to examine intelligently what the authority
wants, so that he can also put across his

The reality of Guntur involved very few
opportunities, yet he has a feeling of Iparadise
lost~He has not been forcibly dispossessed of his
birthplace and hometown. Instead, he has gone
in the wings of his father's dreams for him

his wanting to marry Ragini. However,
what he envisages for her is that she become
enslaved to his wishes. He sees no space
for her aspirations (in fact, he seems star-
tled and dumbfounded by her needs).
Perhaps those who become enslaved un-
wittingly perpetuate it through their rela-
tions with others.

Finally, a word about the nostalgia that
seems to grip Ramulu from time to time.
The reality of Guntur involved very few op-
portunities, yet he has a feeling of'paradise
lost'. He has not been forcibly dispossessed
of his birthplace and hometown. Instead,
he has gone on the wings of his father's
dreams for him. Dreams which did not see
much of a future for his son in paradise. He
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own view (even though that might be at
odds with the Boss).

One of the things we see regularly in our
culture is the divide between personal
choice and being chosen for. Perhaps we are
in a transition from the latter to the former.
While there is a lot to say for people who
have enormous experience and guide their
wards to decisions that help establish a
solid place in society, is it at the cost oflet-
ting wards take their own decisions and 'go
it alone'? At a time when there is a lot of up-
rooting and migration taking place, do we
not need to be more courageous in choos-
ing our fate? In the final analysis, helpless-
ness depletes the vital energy so necessary
for the growth of all. •



Guntur Dreams
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Y
OU are not being paid to be hu-
man. You have to be superhu-
man, and if you cannot, then
pack up!" So goes the outburst
from Ram. Is this the beginning

of a pattern of irritable behaviour?
Despite a successful career, Ram is full of

self doubt. He is reflecting on the balance
sheet of his life. He has gained wealth quite
early in life,which will be the envy of many.
Bydint of professional excellence, he is 'one
of them' in David's world of the large

. MNC. Simultaneously, he wonders about
the purpose of the wealth he has earned.
He is losing Ragini, who is preoccupied in a
career pursuit of her own. He is unable to
do anything for his people in Guntur.
Has this been worthwhile?

He is not enjoying the fruits of his
success. When he does enjoy it over the
occasional beers with friends, deep down
he feels guilty, meaningless and frag-
mented. He is internally torn between two
worlds: his amma's Guntur and David's
glittering MN C!

His outburst against an enthusiastic
management trainee for an inadvertent
error is the likelybeginning of a new behav-
iour pattern of an executive who is
alienated within. Soon, he may be seen to
be lacking emotional maturity - a 'fatal
flaw' in an otherwise competent profes-
sional. He might even be passed over for
promotion. He will begin to lose enthusi-
asm for the job. He will be seen as uninspir-
ing' with 'no fire in the belly'.

Many of the IIM graduates reach this
plateau early in their careers. They cope
with this by dropping out from the corpo-
rate jobs, starting their own work, and
sometimes begin drinking or smoking ex-
cessively.This leads to health problems and
family discord.

The Indian education system is quite a
leveller. Numerous bright children get
admissions into IITs and IIMs, irrespective
of their backgrounds. All of them rightly
have their Guntur Dreams. Ragini, for

instance, wants to redeem the hopour of
her family by reaching extrao?dinary
heights in her career. I

The solution lies in the integratiorjof the
'dream 'and 'real' - the two parts of'1,flne's
view of the world. Ram needs to reflect on
what he wishes to accomplish in his life.
What is his vision? What does he live for?
What difference does he want to make in
the world?

A credit manager in a bank can see him-
self increasing profit for his bank by aggres-<
sively giving loans to individuals. Alterna\
tively,he can also look at his job as making a
difference in people's lives,while fullyabid-
ing by the policies and framework of the
bank. Take another example: a senior exec-

couple to his office and taught them how to
cut and clean the fruits properly, how to
segregate them in smaller quantities, put
them in plastic pouches and label them.
The manager then bought these from the
couple, and sold them through the com-
pany's food retail stores. Slowly, he intro-
duced them to other vegetables.

Today, Kasturi and her husband earn
Rs 1.5 lakh per month! Of course in the
process, the food retail stores also increas-
ed its profit as well. The manager has
integrated his Gunter Dream into his mer-
chandising job.

There is a parable of a construction site,
where a consultant talks to three stone cut-
ters. One sayshe is cutting stones to look af-

Ram is not enjoying the fruits of his success.
When he does enjoy it over the occasional beers

meaningless and fragmented
with friends, deep down he feels guilty,

utive who encourages his driver to educate
his son. The son eventually gets admission
in an engineering college. He may not be
solving the problem of world literacy, but
he is making a difference in the life of one
man. He is fulfilling his Guntur Dream.

The late Dhirubhai Ambani dreamt of a
time when a cell phone call would cost as
much as a post card. The launch of the low-
cost mobile phone drove the entire telecom
industry to reduce prices. Someone was re-
alising the Guntur Dream for all ofIndia.

In a large food retail business, there is a
merchandising manager who once spotted
a desperate woman, Kasturi, getting beaten
up by her drunken husband in a Chennai
fish market for not earning enough. She
bought jackfruits and sold them, earning
Rs 65 a day - a sum inadequate for her al-
coholic husband. The manager brought the
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ter his family. The other says that this is the
only job he can get. The third says he is
building a temple. The stone he is cutting is
for a temple and his job is critical to this im-
portant mission. All three are cutting
stones but their perspectives are different.

On reflection, one can always discover
the wider consequences and the larger pur-
pose of one's job. There is a connection be-
tween your job and realising your own
Guntur dream. By doing the job well, a
larger cause is also served. When one is
able to see this connection, life becomes
more meaningful.

When Ram discovers this larger mission,
he will be less likely to lose his temper
over occasional human errors. He will then
be proud of Guntur. He will discover
the joy and the pride of introducing amma
to David .•
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Vedic Management is uncannily very precise in its prescription of management
principles, both at the individual level (self management) and organisationallevel.
Ramulu's life situation is a good example to examine the precepts of Vedic man-
agement philosophy. Mala Sinha, associate professor, Facul\y of Management
Studies, Delhi University, who researches Vedanta and the Easf~rn perspective ~n
management, examines the issue with Meera Seth. .
This discussion is based on the case study 'The Fast Vanishing Past'

Mala Sinha, associate professor at fMS, Delhi
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Meera: Let us examine the dissatisfaction that Ramulu experi-
ences. Pragmatists will say that he is unable to let go of the past, he
is not taking responsibility for his future and that he is dependent
on a pattern of others taking decisions for him. But let us look at
this from the standpoint of Vedic managem~t'principles. In your
paper on 'Model of Empowerment - Thetyay of Vedanta', the
emphasis accorded is to Svabhava and the resultant Svadharma.

Svabhava is an individual's innate potential expressed as his vi-
sion or aspirational drive. It is latent but 'felt' or 'recognised' Thus,
Svabhava is unexpressed at feeling level (mental), ideated (intellec-
tual) iteratively till optimised, realised, and then enacted (body
level, aided by mind and intellect.) It is the sigma of all this, that we
call individual Svabhava - 'what I think, feel and wish for: Svad-
harma is one's appointed role or situation in life. An individual's
Svadharma is the blueprint for his Svabhava to fructify or be re-
alised. Diversity of Svabhavas coexisting is intrinsic to and enables
the achievement of perfection of the Total System which is intelli-
gently ordered. For a state of perfection, each Svabhava (grossifed
as individual) must play out with its appointed Svadharma. When
individuals negate, contradict or ignore (under achieve) their Sv-
abhava (and Svadharma), the resultant state (of the individual, or-
ganisation, community, nation, world) is imperfection at the
process and functional level, disharmony at community, national
and global level; and dissatisfaction at individual level.

Mala: Now let us go beyond Svabhava, to the three operating
modes - namely Gunas, which the Bhagvad Gita calls the Triguna
Theory or a theory of temperaments. Gunas manifest the quality
of the energy behind an action or thought. What we see day-to-day
are actions, and even Svabhava is manifest through actions. Allhu-
man actions result from a particular play of energy which is a com-
bination of the three Gunas - Satwic, Rajasic and Tamasic.

When the quality of energy is Satwic, it will exhibit as an ability
to: understand laws and principles underlying events; realise that
change is natural, intelligent and ordered; appreciate unity under-
lying diversity; display optimism and equanimity in all situations.
The Gayatri Mantra personifies this idea: "... bhargo devasya
dhimahi, dhiyo yo nah prachodayat" - be in possession of a mind
free of conflicts doubts and darkness, filled with the light of know1-
edge. The Satwic gtilla prepares the mind for this Vedic ideal.

On the other hand, when energy displays the Rajasic guna it
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becomes linear and dynamic. Structure, goals, success and failures
are important and they drive motivation and emotional balance.
Finally, the Tamasic gun a is clouded and impulse ridden. It re-
sponds to the immediacy of a situation; and cannot grasp the inter-
relatedness among elements in the situation. Tamasic guna tends to
be ignorant, fixed and inertia-ridden in its approach.

Of the three gunas, Satwic leads to the best outcomes from a
long-term and holistic perspective. The Rajasic guna is more useful
for the completion of short-term goals with a narrow focus. The
Tamasic guna has limited use as its dominance leads to degenera-
tion.The Satwic temperament is internally controlled while the Ra-
jasic and Tamasic temperaments are controlled by external influ-
ences.It is also possible to grade the gunas of the environment we
are embedded in. For example, an MNC culture is Rajasic-Tamasic,
where a win-lose individualism dominates, and there is indiffer-
ence to larger social causes. Ultimately, successful execution of the
Svadharma depends on the right form and measure of the triguna.

Meera: So we have Svabhava, Svadharma and the gunas , and all
three are linked. Gunas are the attributes of energy in an execution,
i.e, how my Svabhava manifests in thought, ideas and actions is en-
ergised by my temperaments or gunas. Svadharma refers to the
duty of one's appointed role. Roles other than one's appointed role,
are paradharma. And to achieve a state of equilibrium (satisfac-
tion), one has to make sure that nothing causes one to deviate from
the performance ofSvadharma. Therefore the corollary is~my skills

cases thereare people dependent on them tor physical well-being,
or intellectual guidance. When a teacher, preacher or leader ex-
pends or allows for greater rajas, i.e. profit or income motivation,
he will dilute his leadership! teacherhood; and if there is habitual
tamas (tendency to slip into a lower ideal), then the performance
in any of these roles will be greatly damaged. Is this right?

Mala: Quite right. Ramulu too slipped into a lower ideal, quite un-
like the Vedic ideal of Gayatri Mantra. For all his enlightened track
record, e is caught, in an unhappy cesspool of frustration, self-
doubt d emotional imbalance. In Vedic parlance, his fine combi-
nation o~Satwic-Rajasic guna (good values + healthy ambition)
has deteribrated to a destructive Rajasic-Tamasic guna.

Ramuju's journey from Guntoor to BITS to 11M to a global
MNC is ttltly remarkable. This was possible because he worked
hard, was tCi.cussed,and did not allow the quantum changes in his
life to distract him from his purpose. This is the result of a domi-
nantly Satwic- Rajasic guna, the temperament with which he be-
gan. Having achieved so much he still wants to expand his personal
goals by desiring a family; and at the professional level by working
for the development of Guntoor. Both these goals are holistic and
kinetic (Satwic-Rajasic). However Ragini's rebuff and lack of a
dear vision for Guntoor (external influence) have reversed the tra-
jectories of his e"1lution and he slides into a Rajasic- Tamasicstate.
(Read: lack of Satwa to sustain equanimity). He wants more out of
life, but there are barriers, both self related and externally created.

_ _To achieve ~ st~te of equi~ibrium (satisfacti~nJ, on~ has to mC!k~
_ ~lliJIT'@l~[}u~~[J1)@~[}uOITi)®~@lliJ~@~_@ITi)@~@ cctJ@W]®ll@

from the performance of Svadharma
and aptitudes are commensurate with the fulfillment of my svad-
harma. When an individual with aptitude for theatre is forced into
medical college, we see inequilibrium which manifests in subopti-
mal performance or dissatisfaction.

Mala: With this background, we can study Ramulu's dissatisfac-
tion, the play of his gunas and how he has applied them to his Svab-
hava. But first, let's see how the gunas perform their execution
function. When energy is activated it moves in three ways -
Satwic, Rajasic and Tamasic or holistic, kinetic and static. All three
need to operate together during any action; but the proportion of
the three would vary. Excellence in actions depends on two factors
(1) the gunas having a good fit with the Svabhava, (2) the gunas
should be commensurate with the action at hand. Among the three
gunas, the Satwic always directs Rajasic and Tamasic; And when
there is consciousness about the Svabhava, latent becomes dynamic
and this energy moves in Satwic, Rajasic and Tamasic ways to ac-
complish actions. All actions are possible only due to the combina-
tive play of the triguna. For example, when we prepare to sleep, our
energy should be Tamasic but if Rajas is overactive we suffer from
insomnia. In a Satwic state, there is calm and so sleep can follow
(Tamas). While running a race, the energy is dominantly Rajasic,
and during an uncontrollable fit of anger, it is Tamasic.

Meera: A person with the Svabhava of a teacher or preacher or
leader should have greater portion of satwa, because in all three

Apart from experiencing discontent, he has displayed tamas
(anger) - the episode over the PR trainee.

Meera: Ragini's refusal is an event. The unrealised or delayed Gun-
toor dream is a temporary phase of dissatisfaction. Such dissatisfy-
ing events cause a dullness, a feeling of failure, and frustration. Are
these the external events that cause the energy in action, i.e. the gu-
nas, to change flavour? Is this controllable?

Mala: Gunas can be controlled. They are to be controlled. But who
or what controls the gunas - the environment or the Svabhava?
The individual needs both as the environment is the field for the Sv-
abhava to express as Svadharma. However, the environment is also
the place where other Svabhavas are playing out their roles. The in-
evitable contradictions, pulls and pressures make the gunas dance
to their tune. Till the time the Svabhava is fully realised and can,
therefore, control the play of gunas, an individual needs to adopt
measures to avoid getting sucked by the environment. Vedanta phi-
losophy offers models and techniques to balance the gunas.

Meera: Yet,for all intents and purposes, Ramulu's life looks success-
ful. But from a holistic viewpoint he has, in fact, deteriorated. This
is the difference between real and perceived success. What's your
analysis of his deterioration?

Mala: Ramulu's "good education, good job and career, high profile,
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promising future" is not commensurate with his subjective well-
being. Vedanta defines well-being as a state of fullness, happiness,
purpo.~e, motivation and constant, unending energy flow. A Svab-
hava driven by Satwic-Rajasic state is in dynamic equilibrium with
the environment. According to Vedanta, the full repertoire of hu-
man endeavours include physical, mental, social and spiritual ful-
fillment grounded in the Svabhava. Neglect at any level causes dis-
satisfaction. The hallmark of balance and maturity comes from
managing the gunas. The condition of our mind, our behaviours
and reactions to life give a perfect indication of which gunas are
dominating our life at a given point of time,

"Good education, good job, etc ... " are society's yardstick of
success, yet do not define Ramulu's success. In many of us the envi-
ronmental conditionings dictate what success should be. This
could be the cause of Ramulu's confusion. Clearly, Ramulu needs
to examine his environment and see how it is influencing him.

Meera: How does Vedic management explain the impact of envi-
ronment on Ramulu's guna manifestation?

Mala: The crux of Vedanta is that life is a process of self discovery-
and the environment is a field offering innumerable opportunities
to engage in self discovery. Life is an outer journey
undertaken to accomplish the inner journey to-
wards one's Svabhava - the quintessential quality
unique only to the person. Self-discovery leads to
expressing the Svabhava as Svadharma. So the Sv-
abhava of the cherry tree is to produce cherries
and the act of producing the cherry fruit (and not
mangoes) is its Svadharma. Our talents and apti-
tudes, vision, goals and dreams, in fact our entire
constitution is geared to perform our particular
Svadharma perfectly. Intrinsically, our guna
propensity is aligned to the Svabhava. For exam-
ple, scholars, academicians and researchers will be predisposed to
Satwic guna; and a sportsperson will have more of Rajasic guna.
Problems occur due to conditioning and situational influences aris-
ing out of the environment. This may lead to a disturbance in the
alignment between Svabhava and gunas causing us to suffer, others
to suffer and lead to a steady deterioration in the quality oflife.

Meera: Byguna mapping, can you explain how Ramulu's Svabhava
is clashing with his environment and hindering his Svadharma?

Mala: In the earlier part of his life as a student, Ramulu displayed
academic excellence, single-point focus on goals and high aspira-
tion. Knowledge-orientation and aspiration are indicative of Ra-
mulu's Svabhava. The gunas alignment was perfect - the Satwic
guna helped comprehension of study material, withstand distrac-
tions; the Rajasic guna facilitated goal focus, and movement from
rural Guntoor to global US. But now he is frustrated. He aspires for
more - personally, professionally and socially.Ramulu's Svabhava
is like the archetypal king, who got excellent training, but now
wants to expand his kingdom and do real work for the benefit of all.
The present environment (MNC) is stifling a Satwic expansion,
and instead is conducive to a Rajasic expansion, the cause of unrest
and disconnect in Ramulu's life.

Meera: Are you saying that he is confronted by and is indulging in
(unwittingly) paradharma and that it is the cause for dissonance?

Mala: It is tempting to attribute the cause of Ramulu's malaise to a
dehumanising MNC culture and the breakup with Ragini. The
restlessness that Ramulu is experiencing reflects a deeper psycho-
logical conflict. Rarnulu's Guntoor dream refuses to go away and let
him get on with his life as a successful corporate executive. Pragma-
tists are likely to blame Ramulu f r not adapting to his 'modern
lifestyle'.Prima-facie they would sa that Ramulu needs to let go of
the past, and work out a viable arran ement with Ragini. Undoubt-
edly, Ramulu, blessed with a high in~llect, has reasoned as much;
That this course of action is not working for him is evident.

Is Ramulu a pragmatist, or is h~n idealist? And should he
change? Is it correct for him to give up!J.e Guntoor dream and for-
get the vow that he made years back. ~rsonal ambition, wealth
and growth do not seem to drive him and Ramulu longs to go back
and work for his native land. This is the dream of an idealist and not
a pragmatist. In modern management parlance, this is Level Five
Leadership! - the highest level of leadership that "wants to
serve': Truly at the crossroads, Ramulu does not know which way to
go - continue with what may be called a still more successful cor-

porate career, or turn towards Guntoor.
At the macro level, the ~lationship between

economic growth and well-being in a society is not
linear. History has shown that forces of rnoderni-
sation, which unleashed unprecedented economic
growth in the west, also led to delimiting social ef-
fects - mass-alienation being one of them. The
broad syndrome of change: urbanisation, indus-
trialisation, occupational specialisation, formal
education, bureaucratisation, secularisation, and
competitive achievement orientation have a dehu-
manising impact. By this analogy Ramulu was on

the modernisation track when he moved from Guntoor to Pilani,
and thereafter from IIM to a global MNC career. It is not unnatural
that he experiences alienation as did the western society post in-
dustrialisation. At a philosophical level, the higher a tree grows, the
deeper the roots need to be. Ramulu's roots (Guntoor) need nour-
ishment and his spirit is telling him this.

Meera: We agree that the Total System is intelligently ordered. Di-
verse Svabhavas and dharmas will, therefore, coexist towards realis-
ing the perfection of the Total System. How do we see this corrobo-
rated in world shifts in growth, development and attitudes?

Mala: Growth and expansion is natural and fundamental to all cre-
ation. It is the never-ending movement towards fulfilling our goals.
Modernisation leads to material saturation and societies must
recreate to continue the growth trajectory. Within the last 25 -40
years a major change - post modern shift - has emerged in West-
ern Europe, North America, and increasingly in East and South
East Asia. Post-Modernism is a spontaneous re-creation beyond
the material towards a holistic upward spiral which includes men-
tal, social and spiritual completeness. At the societal level, there isa
radical shift from the priorities of modernisation. For example,
there is a tendency to subordinate economic growth to concerns

1 In his book Good to Great, Jim Collins researched many firms to find what makes them great. All the 11 companies he deemed great had a CEO with a set of similar char-
acter and personality qualities. Termed "Level S" by Collins' research team, these CEOs somehow blcllded hllmility and all iron will into a drive for greatness.
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for its impact on the environment. At the individual level, max-
imising economic gain is no longer top priority. The emphasis is
now on the quality of work experience, individual freedom, and
emotior.al experience that is socially relevant. The post modern
values are close to Vedic values as both define growth as holistic de-
velopment - mental, social and spiritual completeness.

Meera: Where does Ramulu's dissonance fit into this world order as
it stands today - on the path to perfection?

Mala: The Total System always tends towards perfection and is al-
ways self-correcting. And, therefore, individuals need not wait in an
attitude of divine surrender, hoping that the system "rill, with time,
purge their dilemmas. They need to play an active role towards re-
gaining the intrinsic perfection NOW. Ramulu, too must act now.
At present he is on the threshold of the upward spiral of holistic
growth. But he is not aware of it, caught in a vortex of dissatisfac-
tion. The environment has played a role but cannot be blamed en-
tirely. The light of wisdom that guides actions and which is eluding
Ramulu must come from within him. In Vedanta philosophy, Ra-
mulu is in a "Iarnasic' state and unless he regains his 'Satwic 'equilib-
rium, he will not be able to continue on the holistic growth spiral.

Meera: How has Ramulus environment caused his Satwic-Rajasic
combo to deteriorate? How did his satwa quality deplete?

Mala: The MNC Rajasic environment does not care for larger so-
cial goals. In addition, the glamorous high-paying MNC jobs have
mesmerised the middle class collectives. Ramulu is paying the price
of precisely this kind of conditioning. With Ragini's rebuff (a situa-
tional factor) things have worsened. But what is critical is Ramulu's
own lack of clarity about the vision for Guntoor. The overwhelm-
ing Rajasic elements of his present environment have affected an
earlier Satwic-Rajasic temperament that fuelled Ramulu's growth
and expansion. When Satwa guna is inhibited, we experience dis-
content and emotional imbalance.

Meera: We all are in Ramulu's state from time to time. But what is
holding him back from self-discovery and restoring equilibrium?

Mala: Sanskars - that's what is holding him back. Sanskars are col-
lective values of a society which we inculcate through family up-
bringin&. and our negotiations with life. Sanskars can act as both
barriers and facilitators to the discovery of Svabhava and expres-
sion ofSvadharma. The function ofSanskars is to promote homo-
geneity and efficiency; and that of Svabhava is to nurture diversity
and effectiveness in a society. A society needs both. Ideally, Sanskars
should playa limited role in life and act only as a means to facilitate
the Svabhava-Svadharrna trajectory.When decisions and actions
are based on Sanskars we may lose touch with the Svabhava and ex-
perience unrest and dissatisfaction. Ramulu is caught in the trap of
MNC Sanskars. For that matter even his father may not support his
decision of throwing away "all" for the sake of Guntoor,

Meera: Is it possible to know which Sanskars to nurture and which
to leave inactive - even if they are not negative?

Mala: Sanskars are like values. Good values like honesty, punctual-
2 The Tattvarthasutra is a Jain work composed by Umasvami (aka Umasvati) in the 2nd centui y. Another name given to this holy work is Mokshashastra.

ity, deference, abstinence, thrift and so on keep us out of trouble
and also keeps the environment safe and predictable. Sanskars play
a maintenance role in life while Svabhava - culminating in Svad-
harma - plays a creative-productive role. Both are important, but
the latter is sacrosanct. It is definitely useful to teach children good
values, and nurture a value-based culture in organisations.

Spiritual wisdom, life history of world leaders, benchmarking
practices, quality programmes are some sources that tell us about
"good value ". Everyone knows theoretically what good and bad
Sanskars are, ut how many parents inculcate them in children and
how many leaders practice them?,
Meera: What's the way ahead for Ramulu? He is regressing into
Tamas, his Sa is diluting and his Rajas is not of the highest order
or of the kind re vant to his Svabhava. How does he return to basics?.;,

Mala: The key to Rarnulu's action plan lies in the first sutra of
Tattvarthasutra? - "Samyag darshana jnana charitrani moksha
margah".The surra has four elements that point to the action plan
Ramulu can undertake. Samyag darshana is the ability to sponta-
neously choose from the innumerable alternatives of daily life the
one optimal action that makes us experience far more fascinating
dimensions of life. TV"lechoice is determined by the emotional
weight we attach to 01h insights. In this context, Ramulu should
not deny the pain of ignoring his Guntoor dream. Insights, how-
ever, are most of the times clouded by logical thinking and the con-
ditionings of Sanskars. Unless Ramulu's insight is clear and illumi-
nating, we cannot be certain whether Guntoor is an unfinished
dream that Ramulu must complete, because it is linked to his ex-
pansion; or if it is mere chaff and needs to fall away. Darshana
which are insights, guide the direction of activities we need to un-
dertake and the knowledge (Samyag gyana) we need to acquire to
experience the unexplored. Also when the insights are manifested
in actions through knowledge, it is Samyag charitrani . The sutra
concludes that this is the path for liberation called Moksha Margah.

The Sutra emphasises that activity is an essential part of life.
Rejection or acceptance of themes in our lives cannot be theoretical
and mental. This is because the emotional bond to the unfinished
themes oflife continues to remain alive even if we reject their trans-
fer into activity. When we seriously begin to direct our activities to-
wards inner growth, then the unwanted themes either fall away or
are completed in the shortest possible time. Intuition, conscious
understanding and action are the three keys words of the sutra
around which Rarnulu's action plan needs to be designed.

Balancing the Trigunas is the starting point. Ramulu has to get
out of Tamas. I wo-rld recommend Pranayama as the best way to
balance emotions. Having contained the Tamas, Ramulu has to
balance the Rajas. This he can do by suspending all decisions for the
time being; keeping dreams on hold and becoming non-judge-
mental. He will also stop castigating himself for the lamini episode.
This will give his mind rest by reducing ego-involvement and
thereby containing the Rajasic guna. Ramulu needs to reduce the
clutter in his mind. A Satwic mind is a necessary precondition for
experiencing insights - Sarnyag Darshana which will help in the
self-discovery. And when the Svabhava speaks, Ramulu will find
direction, focus, conviction and motivation to pursue the upward
spiral of larger and more holistic goals. He will nourish his roots
and grow at the same time .•
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